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Richmond Enactment
Will Affect Eastern
The city of Richmond ha» recenUy enacted a new ordinance
relating to overtime parking of any
motor vehicle within tile limits
of any parking meter within the
city and has given the Police Department the duty of issuing citations or notices to the owner or
operators of these vehicles.
Students of Eastern are asked to
cooperate with the local, officials.
In the -event that a vehicle remains on an expired meter for
over an hour, an additional citation will be issued for each additional hour the vehicle remains on
the meter.
After the citation has been Issued
by the Police Department, the own-

er or operator of any vehicle may
pay to the Chief of Police or any
police officer on duty at the Richmond Police Station, as a penalty
for and in full satisfaction of said
violation, the sum of twenty-five
(25c) cents for each and every
citation or notice placed upon said
vehicle for such overtime parking."
If the owner or operator of any
vehicle should fail to make the
necessary payment within the
thirty-six hour period he will be
"subject to a penalty of $1.00 for
each violation, and if said sum of
$1.00 not be paid for each such
violation within the said thirty-six
hour period from the time any
such citation or notice was placed

Junior Class
Announces
Prom Plans

* Bloodmobile Receives

Plans for the 1982 Junior-Senior
Prom were announced by the Junyf
ior class at their meeting on Thursr
day, Feb. 8. In other business, JoKb
upon said vehicle, such owner or Reed, Brooksvllle, was elector
operator shall be subject to a fine vice-president for the remainder
of one ($1.00) dollar and court of the school year. John Vetter«
costs of $1.00 In the Richmond Traf- Cincinnati, was elevated to the offic Court for each such citation fice of president when Don Shear
Issued as aforesaid."
er dropped out of school.
The Common Council of the city
In announcing the final plans, tan
of Richmond gave Ordinance No. officers have engaged the Barney
Rapp
Hand from Cincinnati to pkur
422 Its second reading on January
22, 1962. This ordinance repealed, at the annual affair. The dance M
amended, and re-enacted Section scheduled for Friday, May 4
95.8 of. the Revised By-Laws and t p.m. until 1 a.m.
Ordinances of the City of RichVarious committees were also
mond that were adopted Septem- named to begin planning for the
ber 20, 1948.
j event. Members of the decorating
There has been a copy of Ordin- committee are Carolyn Broc%,
ance No. A-422 placed in each dor- chairman,' Brenda Owen, Betty
mitory and each student Is urged Gorley, Janet Wilson, DanjsT
Blackburn, and Anne Dean.
to read it In its entirety.
Eileen King volunteered to h—<
the committee for refreshmtatW
She will ask members of the clajf
to help her.
Members who volunteered
serve on the ticket committee are
John Thomas, chairman, Jons)
Reed, and Benny Fugate.
The publicity committee is composed of Ronnie Wolfe, chairman,
and Betty Jo Hancock.
The class also commented eat use
Model High School, "Pyramua and
total expenses far the three proThisbe".
^
ceeding years which were preaissV
The results will not be known un- ed In outlined form by Ike treasurtil the festival is over this after- er, John Thomas.
Sponsors of the junior class are;
noon.
Dr. Quentln Keen and Mrs. Daisey
French. Officers are John Vetteft
president; John Reed, vice-president; John Thomas, treasurer; anil
Mary Beth Hall, secretary.

131 Pints
We Wanted Blood ...
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Division A was Clark County High
School, presenting "The Wall";
Henry Clay High, "The L"; Danville High "The Old Lady Shows
Her Medals"; Bryan Station, "The
Zoo Story"; Franklin County,
"The Octogenarian"; Madison Central. "The Death of the Hired
Man"; and Lafayette High, "Who
Is Sally".
Today in Division B and C is
Bourbon County High School, presenting "The Slave with Two
Faces"; Versailles High, "The
Midnight Caller"; Scott County.
"The Shoemaker's Wife"; Georgetown, "Patterns"; Paris High,
"Three on a Bench"; Midway Pinkerton, "The Chimney Corner";
Cynthlana High, "Intanta"; and

Tuesday, February 20, 1962
Mr. Trafton, Internal Revenue
Service, Louisville, Kentucky,
will be on campus Tuesday,
February 20, for the purpose of
interviewing students In AccotmIMSBI nHmiiiiHti auuii, WIT".

Eastern Hopes To
Obtain New Chapter
Phi Delta Kappa International,
> a men's professional education fra,t*rnity, has been contacted with the
hope that Eastern might be considered for admittance.
The preliminary report asking
the possibility mat Eastern might
be considered for membership has
been acted upon by Phi Delta Kappa, the action being that two representatives were sent to the campus last Saturday.
The two men, Dr. Russell S.
Market, second vice president of
Phi Delta Kappa International
from Indiana Central in Indianapolis, and Dr. Maurice F. Shaley,
Director of Special Services for
Phi Delta Kappa, met with Dr.
Clyde D. Orr, Associate Dean of
Instruction for Graduate Studies,
and Dixon Barr, Director of Training School. In this meeting, the
visitors made a complete study of
the academic situation at both the
graduate and under-graduate levels. They also made a thorough
study of the campus, including the
library and training school facilities.

Want A Job?

The next step Is for Dr. Markel
and Dr. Shaley to report back;
and if their report Is favorable.
Eastern will be allowed to peUUon
for a chapter of Phi Delta Kappa.
Should Eastern gain admission
and receive a chapter, there would
be three groups of men eligible.
The groups are; (1) graduates and
undergraduates with 90 semester
hours, provided the candidate Is
preparing for a life career in the
field of education, (2) members
of faculty whose interests are
mainly In the field of education,
and (3) non-resident men in field
of education in the area which
Eastern's charter would normally
cover, if they met all scholastic
and educational requirements of
Phi Delta Kappa International.
President Martin has appointed
a committee of faculty members to
handle the requests for admission
to the fraternity. The committee
members are Dr. Clyde D. Orr,
chairman; Dr. Henry Martin, Dean
of Students; Dr. W. J. Moore, Dean
of College; and Dixon Barr, Training School Director.

Interviews- WtttsMsjB a* I a.1
In Room 202 In the Mass
Union Building. Persons Interested In an appointment should
report to Room I, Administration Building.
Tuesday, February 20
Mr. DeWitt T. Miller. Assistant Superintendent of the Boanoke County Schools, Salem, Virginia, will be on campus Tuesday, February 20, for the purappUcants In each of the seven
elementary grades and for all
high school subjects except
home economics and business.
Interviews will begin at 9 a.m.
and will continue throughout the
day as long as It Is necessary.
Persons interested In talking
with Mr. Miller should report to
Room I, Administration Building for an appointment.
Tuesday, February 20 •
Mr. Walter M. Snyder, Director of Personnel, Board of Education of Baltimore County,
Towson, Maryland, will be on
campus Tuesday, February 20,
for the purpose of Interviewing
teachers for Baltimore County.
Interviews will begin at 9 a.m.
—4 p.m. Persons Interested In
talking with Mr. Snyder should
report to Room I, Administration Building.
Wednesday, February 21
Mr. Wetrich, of the Central
Intelligence Agency, Washington D. C, will be on campus
Wednesday, February 21, for the
purpose of Interviewing persona
for a position In Washington and
overseas. He Is especially Interested In persons with typing
and shorthand.
Interviews will begin at 9 a.111.
In Room 202, Student Union
Building. Persons Interested hi
an appointment should report to
Room I, Administration Building.

).

Band Gives
First Concert
In Assembly

Keith Hall Receives
Prize For Most Donors
The Rod Cross Bloodmobile unit
from Louisville, Ky. collected 131
pints of blood on Eastern's campus last Wednesday from 10 a.m.
until 3:30 p.m. The unit was set
up In the little gym of the Weaver
Health Building and was sponsored by the Student Council working
with the Madison County's Red
Cross Chapter.
Mrs. Robert H. Long, a member of the Madison County Red
Cross, said, "This is our first visit
to Eastern and we certainly hope
it is successful." She went on to
add that the quota for Eastern was
f»W at 181 pints. Dr. John Wlmberly also added, "We'll do well up
here, compared to downtown."
The little gym was partitioned
into three sections for reception,
blood donation, and canteen.
Upon entering the gym the student first went to the reception
area where an examination was
given by one of the doctors on
duty. Before a student can give

Eastern Is Host To Regional School
Drama Festival Of Central Kentucky
Eastern is the host to the regional high school drama festival which
Is being held in Hiram Brock Auditorium today and yesterday.
The first drama festival started
in the state of Kentucky was held
at Eastern. It was started by Miss
Pearl Buchanan, approximately in
the middle 1920s. Eastern was the
only place that drama festivals
were held until the last few years
when the state was divided into
regions.
Each school is rated and judged
as superior, excellent, and good.
This year the judge, Mr. Russell
T. Miller, Western Kentucky State
College, is going to select an All-'
•tar Cast i
The program for yesterday in
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WE GOT IT . . . 131 pints to bn exact. Ctareace PoweH, a freshman
from Louisville, obliged Nurse Leslie by giving his pint of Mood last
Wednesday when llie Bloodmobile visited Eastern's campus.

r man

Ginger To Deliver
a dress To Curriculum
Improvement Meeting Here

us dijNUMuu 01 Nicholas J.
nlgsteln,* presented its first, perianee of the season la the
assembly at Hiram Brock auditorium last Wednesday.
Bight members of the trumpet
section opened the concert with a
percussive fanfare that led into
Dr. I.yrnan V. Ginger, dean of
the National Anthem. The trum- the University of Kentucky Colpeters were Gary Holds worth,
Danny Hanson, Danny Eberlein,
David Spratt, John Moore, Karen
Marx, Dave Osborn, and Henry
White.
Mr. Donald Hendrickson, baritone, was accompanied by the 84piece band on a solo, "Climb
Every Mountain", from The Sound
of Music by Rodgers and HammerFrankfort—Two graduate scholstein. Mr. Hendrickson is a voice arships in the field of mental reinstructor on Eastern's musiasl tardation are now available, Kenstaff.
tucky Superintendent of Public InOther soloists In the concert struction Wendell P. Butler anwere Gary Holsworth on trum|M-t nounced this week.
solo In Prokofleff's "March." In
The scholarships are given for
the "Orpheus In Der llnter- one year at a time. They will prowelt Overture", Bob Lawrence vide tuition at an approved college
guyed the clarinet solo, Sharon plus $2,000 an academic year for
ixon, the oboe and Don Barnes, a student working toward the masthe baritone solo.
ter's degree, $2,800 for the second
Selections played by the band academic year beyond the maswere Fanfare and National An- ter's degree, and $400 for each dethem; "March, Opus 99", by Serge pendent.
Prokofieff; "Three Chorale PreEligible applicants must have the
ludes", arranged by William P. bachelor's
degree and must agree
atham, which were "O Sacred
Head Now Wounded," and "Now to engage in full-time graduate
Thank We AU Our God;" "Orph- study learning to an advanced deeus in Der Unterwelt Overture" by gree In the area of mental retardJacques Offenbach; "Symphonic ation; must have had a minimum
8uite," Clifton Williams; The of one year of teaching or superSound of Music selections by visory experience in education for
Rogers and Hammerstein and the mentally retarded: and must
"Mannln Veen Tone Poem (Dear be American citizens and permanent residents of the United States.
Soul of Man)" by Haydn Wood.
Butler said applications for the
scholarships should be made not
later than March 1 to the superintendent of public Instruction. DeCONGRATULATION
partment of Education, Frankfort,
TO THE KEITH HALL
addressed to the attention of the
Division of Special Education.
RESIDENTS WHO
Funds for the scholarships arc
SAVE BLOOD!
authorized by Federal law and administered by the U.S. Office of
Education.

Two Scholarships
Now Available To
Graduate Student

lege of Education, will deliver the
keynote address Saturday, Feb. 21,
to about 200 school leaders expected to attend the Central Kentucky
regional meeting of the Association
for Supervision and Curriculum
Development at Eastern.
Ginger will speak on the subject, "The Commission's Role on
Improving Curriculum In Kentucky."
The meet will begin Friday evening, Feb. 28, for leaders, recorders and consultants of the central Kentucky group when a dinner and briefing session will be
held at 6:30 in the cafeteria of
Donovan Laboratory School. Presiding will be Dixon A. Barr, director of the school.
All sessions during the Saturday
meeting will be held in Edwards
Auditorium in the Donovan Building. The meeting Is open to all
teachers and school officials and
all others Interested in curriculum Improvement. School leaders
do not have to be active members
of the association to attend.
Co-chairman of the meeting are
Dr. D. T. Ferrell. professor of
education at Eastern, and Miss
Martha Shindelbower, assistant
principal of the Kenwlck Elementary School, Fayette County. Ferrell will preside at the Saturday
morning general session, while
Miss Shindelbower will preside at
the afternoon session.
Dr. Robert R. Martin will welcome the group to the campus Immediately following registration,
from 8:30 until 9:30. A girls' ensemble from Model Lab School will
present a vocal selection.
(Continued on Page Three)

Kentucky Leads In
Per Cent Of State

££***»* ^^0, t - KCH**** -+**■ w

highest percentage of increase in
State appropriations for higher education rrom 1959-60 to 1961-82 of
any of the 50 states.
This statistic has been released
In a report by Dr. M. M. Chambers, executive director of the
Michigan Council of State College
Presidents. Dr. Chambers conducted the private study.
Kentucky showed a 84 percent In
crease during that period—far
ahead of secondplace New York
with a 48 per cent gain. Kentucky's
h I g her education appropriation
went from fl4,9S4,O00 for 1956-60 to
8Z4.491.000 for 1981-62, a $9,537,090
Increase.
Other rtates near the top.in percentage increase were Hawaii with
46 per cent and Alaska with 43
per cent.
Dr. Chambers, former member
of the University of Michigan staff,
printed the results of his study in
"The Grapevine," a newsletter
Circulated periodically by him in
higher education circles. He Is
owner and editor of the publication.
"Dr. Chambers is in a position
to be well advised and Is considered to be quite authoritative in
higher education because of his
work and study in the field," said
Ted Gilbert, executive secretary^
of the Kentucky Council on Public
Higher Education.

Students from the Model Laboratory School will hold a recital In the choir room of the
Music Building tonight at 7:80.
These young people are the
violin, viola, and cello students
of Dr. Robert Oppelt, Mr. Allen
Staples, and Mr. Lyle Wolfram.

his donation, he has to be examined to be sure he Is in good physical condition. If the examination
and blood classification were approved, the student then went to
the donor section of the gym where
the blood was taken.
Melva Lee Groot said during
the donation, "It doesn't hurt at
all. The only thing that you're
conscious of is the pressure from
the blood pressure arm band.
To regulate the blood flow, the
donor squeezes his hand around
a yellow rubber tube. This contracts the muscle around the
vein. The whole process averages
about four minutes.
From the donor the blood Is put
into refrigerated boxes at me
Em. These are then taken to
idsvllle where they are kept in
large walk-in refrigerators. The
blood can then be kept up to 21
days under refrigeration.
Melva was asked how she felt
after giving blood. She said, "I
feel a bit different." She then went
on to add, "The donuts are good
and so's the orange juice."
The 131 pints given will be used
to fulfill Madison County's quote
of 1.000 pints.
The dorm with the largest percentage of donors wss Keith Hall
Club of Richmond.
The Bloodmobile unit Included
Dr. John Wlmberly, Dr. William
Grise, six nurses, four nurses aides
and volunteer workers.

Students" Writings
Asked For College
Poetry Anthology
The American College Poetry
Society has announced that its
fifth semester anthology of outstanding college poetry Is now
being complied for publication in
May, 1962. Interested students at
Eastern are invited to take part
in this opportunity to have their
work published.
Contributions must be the original work of the student (who shall
retain literary rights to the material), submitted to the undersigned,
care of the society, with the entrant's name, address, and school
on each page. Poems, which may
reflect any subject, should not exceed 48 lines, nor may any individual submit mere than five
pSjSSBBh

Entries that are not * accepted
for publication will be returned if
accompanied by a self-addressed,
stamped envelope. The Society,
this year, will offer Recognition
Awards of five dollar* each to the
five outstanding college poets. The
poems cannot be otherwise acknowledged, nor can the Society
compensate students for the work
that Is published. All entries must
be postmarked not later than
Thursday, April 12, IMS, to be
considered; decisions of the Society
judges are, of necessity, final.
Entries are to be sent to American College Poetry Society, Box
24083. Los Angeles 24, California.

Home Economics Still Rates
By EKMA RIDGE
The way to. a man's heart is
through his stomach—as everyone
knows. But how much is known
about Eastern's Home Economics
department, which turns out tne
artists of cookery?
In a tour of the department.
Miss Mary Burner, department
head, begins by saying that It is
composed of two major divisions:
cooking and sewing. The sewing
department has moved recently
to allow room for expansion of the
foods department. The sewing
room is a large one suitable for
both lecture and laboratory classes. There are some new sewing
machines as well as a new lroner.
The foods department consists
of two model kitchens, a cheerful
dining room and a living room.
There is also a laboratory with
several 2 unit (range and sink)
kitchens.
"Lady Eastern"
The newest and best-liked kitchen has been named "Lady EastSarfprise! Brandt Cciamaa, a senior from Clevea, Ohio, seems to be ern" by the girls. Cabinets in this
■jKiislis! startled as Barbara Edwards, president of Collegiate Pen- kitchen were made by students in
tack, crowns him Sweetheart at tile animal Sweetheart Dance, Feb. 9. the industrial arts classes. The

oldest kitchen, which was put in
when the department became located in the Fitzpatrick building,
has been fondly named "Martha
Washington".
The girls learn the details of
planning, preparing, and serving
family meals. This is done in a
more thorough and scientific manner than could be done in the home.
Courses are offered in health, nutrition, and consumer economics.
In the word/ of Miss Barrier.
"We have a double objective: to
prepare our girls as Ideal homemakers aa well as for a vocation."
A teaching certificate in home economics Is offered.
An Important part of the home
economics department Is the home
economics club. Mrs. Veva A.
Buchholz is Its sponsor. They have
two meetings each month. The girls
plan, prepare, and serve a meal
to the rest of the members. Each
girls must work 4 hours a semester in order to belong to the club.
Food is purchased with club dues.
This is Miss Burrier's 37th year
of teaching at Eastern. She recalls

when there were only two teachers in the department, who also
taught in the training school. The
location of the department has
been changed several times. Once
in the confusion of moving and expanding, no place was allowed for
It. One lecture course only was
carried on in a room designed for
an agriculture course.
Home Management Course
A unique laboratory course Is
offered in home management.
Home economics mapors who have
courses may live in the Turley
House for a period of 9 weeks.
There are four main jobs: (1)
meal planner and buyer, (2)
cook, (3) assistant cook, and (4)
housekeeper.
Every girl has each Job twice
during the 9 week period. At the
end of each week all the girls
meet with their supervisor for an
evaluation of what they have done.
They study means of improvement.
At Turley House they can entertain faculty members and friends.
Poise, graciousness, and conver- Deep In Thought. . Officers of the Men's Dormitory-Council review regulations for this year. They are
sation are cultivated here besides from left, Roy Qulnn, treasurer; Herbert Jennings, president; and Gerald Kemper, secretary. Larry Pa Bay,
vice-president, was absent when the picture was made..
home mangement. .
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Peace Corps Begins
Liberian Project

Do You Believe That—
RW »r. Fre* F, Mies.

Views On The News

mic pattern of sounds that envelope the soul in great surging,
sweeps of tone ami harmony, forever inspiring, symbolizing: true1
By MARIAN BAZZY
A Peace Corps educational projret with the Reptlbltc of Liberia has
mathematical dignity repeated lit
Been
started;
announced
Sargent
shriver,
Peace
Corps
Director.
the vanoi'.s registers of tone and
=
In response to- a request from President William V. X. TVhman of
instrument. Though it lifts UK to
The world is in an uproar; th? skies are' on the blink; and the Prosublime emotional heights it is Ubena. up to ftr Peace Corps Vo'ur.teers are scheduled to begin teachgress is being blasted ... as usual. The Middle Earn turns and swells;
substantially of the earth' because ing in r.ibi'i'ian secondary schools in September.
WWr siiiMla-ulliil assistance from the agency for Intenurttof Develop Glenn sits by patiently awaiting his chance to make history; and Idaho
af its rhythmic pattern, holding, us
more firmly and with faith-Inspir- ment, l.iheria Is luiinchutK »S i-vtensive *<kool bnSdlrir program for is soaking with floods.
senior high schools, junior high reboots, and elementary schools. Peace
An elderly Russian statesman has been found in a hospital under the
ing influence to human tasks*.
Corps Vohmiei rs will help htulf th- new schools and provide temporary
type of care possible for one in his shoes; they're rioting In Paris,
Sheakeseare. with a deeo aid replacements for Liberia* teachers who are to receive (urllter training. best
France;
and the weather has, thank goodness, sent ro more snow to
spontaneous- insight into human
Up to 40 Volunteers are needed at the junior high ScUool level to teach be removed from the site of Eastern.
conduct, wrouglit a symbol
of
me
science, mathematics,, iiinfruhgc arts. Vocational education. French.
There Is oil under the desert, says a recent article in the Saturday
yearning passion of love- InRomen Music, nnd arts & crafts. Up to 20 Volunteers are needed at the senior
Evening Past, of the leas-devrloped lands of the Arabs: the President of
and Juliet. In the deathless I ne high school level to teach general science. English, French, and voca- the
Status still believes in allowing his children to go their own
The Progress has been plagued recently by letters
of this great classic its author tional guidance. In addition, up to 10 Volunteers have boon requested for waysUnited
in order to avoid future effects of immediate frustrations; arid
wrote
for
eternity.
which lack a signature. In keeping with the policy of the
th* teacher training schools in the fields of science, mntrematics, Bng- Valentine's Day found few caids in the mail.
Again, from the pageant of poet- lish. communication arts, and professional education.
What happened to the1 gfsundhog lost weak? . . . Wha* Has happened
paper, we must again ask that letter writers sign their
ry we' road SheVev's We* WRtrr
Volunteer* .Teach
to the good old days when the ilMlcrote would believe anything that anyand skylark, symbols of the liberletters and start a pseudonym if they desire the withVolunteers Will be under Ihe supervision of the Liberian Department one told them? . . . those days must be gone and" the groundhog deviousating power of thought that takes ot Kducation and of local school officials. They will be expected to teach ly didn't check his facts before he went back into his little home.
holding of their names.
us sailing above the petty strife of » full schedule of courses and participate in the nfler-school activities.
Sarcasm, satire, cynicism; there can be nothing but obedience". . .
■
,J
ir
the age. Our natures reach out to About one-third will be located in Monrbbia, the capital. The others will insubordination is a word unknown in certain ranks . . . such as in
In
other
words,
if you take the trouble to write us, bv a ri3lng *lin a ]uil„hx.
enfold
the
immortal
lines
and
in
be assigned to a dozen other locations, primarily urban. It is expected | Russia, in China, and in the hc-irarchy of on animal group-- such as
sign the masterpiece or it wall be appropriately disgard- prelude, a clock tower chiming turn appreciations are enriched.
that at least two Volunteers will be assigned to each scnool. ■
among the Wolves of the far North. No more jumping on trie sandwagon
away at the houra, or a tree-stu1
To help support them to carrying, out their teaclilag inslgsaiinil*. the for new thoughts as tar as trie animals ore concerned . . . they are
ed . . . in the proper receptacle. Letters which are not ded
The
massive
pyramid
at.
Ctaeh,
valley during any season. in mystical glory said' de- Volunteers wiK bring, whh them- v variety of instructional material* and quite conservative, as everyone who has had a high school education
signed lead us to believe that their authors are ashamed these only to mention a few, are standing
forms that are capable of furnish- fying time to rip it from the burn- equipment, such us hooks, vK.iur aktok periodicals, films said light dem- can tell. .
1
Lincoln was said to have been a great speaker ... we wont' argueof what they have written . . . pity!
ing harmonious notes in the daily ing sands of Egypt, eymboH-fes the* onstrations! or experimental rnulSmenf,
that point. Teachers are undc-rpuld ... no one1 in the profession (which MM
mysticism which built it. Chartres"
So, the moral of this story is: sign your letter if you song of life.
M
under fire to some circles) seems to question this point. But, everyCathedral
with
its
sculptured.
n«f
Real Appreciation
want it read and include a pseudonym or a request for
thing else is .questioned . . . but not by college students.
n'l-.
R?al appreciation of beauty need als of reMgious saUts* benignly^
An' ode to the world'... It is still around ... an ode to maturity . . .
not be a plaything of opulence, watchful, and its docketed spires
the withholding of your name, if that is your desire.
it is so lacking ... an otte to the Kentucky Haraet . . . why? everyone lU-w
neither need it have any element and slender arches piercing the
knows. I-ong live elephants, giraffes and kangaroos . . . long live serof the effeminate attached to it sky stand* as" a symbol of the the- Dear Editor,
moval.
Briefly
this
operation
plan
pents
and eagles . . . and long live newborn turtles and red roses . . .
ology
that
conceived
and
erected
It IB not high-brow stuff, but rattiil n'y I pas' de quo!!
\s
I feel our campus is leaning to- hi as follows:
er It is red-blooded, robust, deep- it. In all its ramifications mere
(1) TWo men are assigned to oprooted and universal. A persolVS i mattor seems try Haw been lean*-*, ward the tendency to. teach our
,
,
^_————————•
fibre la made more elastic, erf With Okr evW-aSptrlng, forever students to become anti-social and' erate the cub tractors to remove
Sometimes people unconsciously fall into a state very
- r
more capable to withstand1 the uplifting religious Ml' of the dtp/ complete introverts. This is a rath- the snow from the long walks aueli
er rash statement out I have a as the ravine and along Campus
CoMnVf
of overbalance, meaning that they can only approach a strain of life by a cultivation of
ft seems1 that the world' is art story to relate that might explain Drive. The two tractor operators
sense of beauty
the a1 >ve
subject from a purely positive or purely negative stand- theIndeed,
*
stWeWeht.
an appreciation of the a»e very""thifeshoSr of "a~ccri*i£i|j
are called out during the early
builds up his nerve morning hours if needed.
point. Both approaches have merit, provided there is a beaiutlfM whenevor found is ltt*e\ that seriously jeopardises fl)e saf- | A young manetjy of man's mere existence, ars* Monday and1 Tuesday so he can
a
tonic
to
stimulate,
to
rejuvenBy: JIM fAMIS
(21 Bach janitor is assigned the
balance between the two.
call a girl Wednesday and ask her responsibility
ate the inner self. A is a mefflchw
of cleaning steps and
for a Saturday night date. If he is
The posifTv* approach may have a greater appeal for the sod. An appreciation of
the walks within fifty feet of their
kicky enough, -she will accept at building.
will take uv out of the
to others. The "griper" is soon found out and his appeal beauty
A recent survey Indicated that at half of all our colleges, 1 hT every
routine and grin* of the dairy NeveKthoiesa, one is tempted to1 iwhich time he, (the young man)
(8) The carpenters, painters, 10 freshmen tolled to make passing grades. I ask you, the college
to his listener or reader is lessened when he slides into tasks. WV are1 foSSVSY sWertjw say that a gwiulne- appreciation of feds over-joyed" and starts pre1
student,
why is this fact prevelant? First, let's face what we know
electricians and mechanics are to
irctl" after a psyBHW change from the beauty found in- life around uav (parlng for the d*W.
the "Big G" category. However, in any situationTwe" ■erime
Shovel snow on specific walks lead- To be true. There are, after all, some students who should" never Have
to time jOBtf m W* aVe bet- fogsther with- fUrst to be found! in
Saturday night arrives and the ing
started college. I don't mean everyone hasn't a right to obtain an eduto the main buildings.
cannot ignore the negative approach altogether. The ter after physical change of *Ar aril the great pageant of the age* knight in the slightly used and
cation, but being a college graduate involves qualities of mind (hat
1
people who gain the most respect are those who can see and surroundings. We should exer- would soften- prejudice* arrest aW- heftf-up Chevy arrives in front of (4) The ground crew send three can never be universally possessed. Not everyone has a right to be a
cise our psychic muBcies just as mosities, and control national:
Hall to Collect his young trucks to the Power ?lant tq pick college graduate, any more than everyone has a right to be President.
both sides of arty given situation. Both can be used ef- we shouW exercise our physical' prides and Wgofrios of Men, arid1 Sullivan
princess with the yeBoW bow in up cinders to spread on certain
Our colleges represent an avenue of opportunity for ahle students,
crltioal road areas of the campus. but hy the same token they are t*e arena hi which leas able students
ones. In other words' «S should flWreby b» a means' tor bringing ier Hair.
fectively.
give our souls an airing from time about universal p>aee-. On' fhto"
On
the
morning
of
the
accident,
painfully discover their limitations. Today the practice followed by
The evening drags on and the
There is one great danger, however, in using either to time. A sluggish soul, Mite a i point John Galsworthy wrote:
knight and the princess enjoy them- there was very little snow cover- some of our public universities and colleges of accepting all applicants
the negaf rVe or positive approach. The speaker or writer sluggish liver, needs stimulation "Men lurve a mint of sterling qual- selves very much. When the time ing the ground, but Ototorneath a from h$gh school and then weeding them out in largfe numbers during
regularly.
ities-be 'Jprou* aavmfnroM*, comes that all good1 princesses Sheet of ice had formed from the the freshman year may also be defended* to teams of our principle of
may many times be misunderstood by some who fake
Looking Buck
must be in the knight turns the fklns which took place late the multiple chances'. It can be argued" that it is more sensible social stratNow to look into the unfolding be preachers andi teacher*; keenv Old Chevy toward1 Sullivan Hall.
certain statements to be personal "siams." The reader
previously evening, fee thaw pellets egy to let a student try and fail -and in falling discover hto inadecoolheaded, just ssMf industrious,
pageant
of
the
apes
we
may
sse
were applied to the walks and steps quacy-then to ten him he to not good enough.
or listener rs responsible lor interpreting what the writer revealed" so- much that can *»' —but if they naive not the love of When the knight has reached hut
the thawing agent was not efAn Instrument
Campus
Drive
and
parked
the
old
or speaker eetwalry means, wot what they think he might appreciated if only We have at- beauty, they wilt still Be making Chevy ho starts to sneak- a kiss, fective on this particular day be- College is an instrument of one Kind to further education' of those
tention
called
to
it.
Here
one
finds
capacities fit them for thafc kitid* of UMUUatlun. It should not
mean. The speaker Or writer also has a responsibility to and appreciates the stern facts "Theti why should' one be asham- but ALAS! A bright light is shin- cause of the extremely low temp- whose
ing in the window. The knight asks eratures. Thawing agenU such as be seen, as Qto unique key to happiness, self-respect and inner confimah himself clear.
of struggle, perseverance, disap- ed of living tor beaiuty?" Aidous Who it is and is informed "secur- salt and other special chemical dence. The demand for college trained men and women is ever on the
pointment, frequent defeat, and' FkrMey hae Beppo- ask "whew" in ity patrolman".
preparations are eK0ctrve If the increase in the professions and sciences and of most "whtteKOllar"
The most desirable situation arises when a writer or all
jobs in commerce and industry. Today a person cannot even enter most
too often victory when ihV* eonversafibni dewing With the vsifr
All is not lost, thinks the knight temperature is hot more than ten of
speaker can make a statement in good faith and have if course Has been run. But on ac- ues of great pictures. CroyUUMf because
the professions without advanced training on a college level. The
I can still play slnacky- degrees below freezing. If the college
watt a luxury in the past, but it has become' a necount
of
all
this
for
subsequent
replies
that
they
arre
"Buttresses
interpreted by an aXidierrce who writ abstain from read- seekers after truth) life had been to shore up the soul . . . ami cer- '.mouth in front of Sullivan Hall, temperature is as imseh as twenty cessity. education
Hundreds of companies in the United States today do not
degrees below freexing. as it wa*
ALAS!
upon*
reaching
the
1 E!,
ing something between the fines, rf the shoe fits, the enriched simply because of the ef- tain philosophies too . . . one would
even accept job- application* from men who have not hard college trainps of Sullivan Hall, he is driven on this particular day, it is almost ing
listener or reader should wear it, provided he Ts sure forts of those who had ideals and be lost without them—lost f . . . away by a queen (a housemother). totally ineffective.
A nationwide survey of more than 1,600 colleges shows* that at
worked toward a fuller develop- With thC highest art one enters an- • As the young knight leaves' SulWe have chosen to use the* Spec- Half of all colleges) one to every 10 freshmen does not make the acathat it is the correct sftfe.
—:RW ment of them.
other world.'
ial chemical thawing agaxf Which demic grades and1 is asked to Heave .for failing. The drop out figure'
Ujgan
Hall
feeling
lost
and
rejectContact, with toe infinitely richf)«iiclto*>n .
ed/ fls notices the barbed wire and- Is more effective (harr salt. This climbs to one in eight fMaahmeii' St one-fourth of these eottegaa. And
er source of experience possessIn conclusion, may it be rememthawing agent does Sot leave a these statistics do not even include those who leave college because
ed by the great arttots In all thd bered thai w«f have eyes to See
Off tli- ah is life'.
residue which can be aarrieW into' of financial, family or personal problems.
fields of art expression Will inV add ears to hear, an* if real see■
'
j
ft
the- various buildings, ft does net
rcererV.
Education St NV Accident
. M
questionably enrich our whole con- ing and hearing are done we candamage the walks' or grans. Salt
The
<m
Senldr"
Its up to yon, edhcatlonal arMerettient is not an afeldeas to osr
ception of life. So", in order to ap- not doubt the effect of seeing the
Has
been
found
to
be
a>ew1mental
society. Though we must make enormous concession* to Individual difMember of Associated Collegiate Press
preciate fully the contemporary glory in a. lowly flower, or of Hear- Mlssf^fcrlan Bfezzy
to (He concrete in the shtoWalkti amr ferenced In aptitude, we may properly expect that every form of eduAssociation; Columbia Seholasttc Press
art expressions we cannot leave ing interesting tones in a bird's EdlWr-W-Ch1ef
Wlll damage the gross in the area cation be- sure- as to stretoh the liMfManttr to the usssssf of Ms stofau
Association; and Kentucky Press Assobehind unnoticed', the great land- song. Nor cam donbt that a ProgreW.
near the walks.
Mantles. And" each college stadent must strive; tor good sssJUsilt grade*
ciation. Represented for National Admarks of aesthetic expression lit close acquaintance with the music CanSok'
We ur the Maintenance Depart- In terms of the kind of achievement that is without hi* reach. Some
vertistng by National Advertising Ser- $
history. What sane person could of Beethoven or Mozart will en- Dear? Mm Bhzzy:
ment
have
a
responsibility
for
the
vice, New York, N. Y.
thrust upon them. They achieve It! They don't stumble tote It In the
question the aesthetic value to able us to feel the majestic granview of the editorial appearing safety of its students and faculty. course of ahtusfltr themnerve*. All edutMWsil learning Mvolres selflife' of lessons learned through con- deur of the one and the sublime in Inlast
Weehty Stedent PubUeatlon of Kastern Kentucky State College
is
because
of
this
concern
for
week's
Progress,
I
believe
People may have groahrtsjs thrust upon them, very few Have auoecss ,
tact with Greek and Shakespearr- sweetness of the other. We can- this Wtter explaining the proced- the safety of its stcdents amt fac- sUseksttreby the- srsdent and tenacity of purpose.
]
Published weekly throughout the school year, except for examina- e a n
tragedies, Michelangelo's not doubt that an intimacy with ure followed by the Maintenance ulty that it concerns as greatly
Eaeh of u» mrW» a) chance to achieve a; good education. For those
, Hon periods and holidays, by the authoTRy of the Bbar* of Student sculptures, Rembrandt's paintings the rhythmic prose of Turgenev
when
the
fire
alarm
system
is
Department
in
snow
removal
Is
who
maty
halve"
Half
trouble
academically
the
first
senwstoi
you
have
Publications, at Eastern Kentucky State College, an* under the gen- and etchings, Beethoven^ syitv- will impress us with the tolerant
eral nuasagement of Don Feltner, Director, Division of Publicity and phonles or Mozart's compositions, spirit of that great writer. Like- jUBtflhW. We do not intend to take used as a toy, or Campus Drive the opportunity to better your standing through corrective study habwith the Writer or enter into to used as a speedway. Safety is < its. Antf rementber Oils: rou- want standards and meaning 4n your nfe.
Publications. .
the novels of Turgenev or Tolstoy, wise, are we not similarly affect- issue
a debate' concerning the cause of the responsibility of all, so tat US', When yon' raise your sights, strive for excellent*", dedicate yourselves
Jittered as Second Class matter at the Post Office in Richmond, or the great cathedrals of the ed by the calm serenity of Greek the mjnry to Dr. Janet Murbsch. all co-operate for safety's sake.
to the highest goals of our society, vou' are ehttbMsg in ah ancient
Kentucky.
Gothic age, not to mention the sculpture and architecture, or by
On' (He morning of January 31,
May I suggest that in the future, and meaningful cause—(He age-long struggle' of jmut to realise the
great short stories and* poetry of the mystic exaftetoni of the Gothic 1862,
We'had "Operation Snowball" anyone desiring information per- best that is in Him.
the English Bible? Aram Toros- cathedrals; the' noble' magnificance in eKect
MARIAN BAZZY
on campus. This plan is taining to any part of flts operareOMNTE WOLFE
sian
has
weH
sai*
thfrt
"through
of
Michelangelo's
sculpture',
or
the
Mtor-In-Chief
Mw effect Whenever snow has tions of the Buildings and Grounds
Managing Editor
ing events, complete costs and
no other source of human activity penetrating humanity and dramat- put.
contact this office and> Bulletins For
.fees for the- entire Summer Procan we learn more about the sig- ic portrayal of Ufa in Rembrandt's falleW during the night. This means Department,
will co-operate to th* fullest
Sam.
The Program convenes June
Mary Ann- Nelson
News Editor nificance of life's values than painting. Surely this intimate ac- that upon- reporting for work at we
mm'., every person in the Main- extent.
Mexican Study Tour
through August 17, 18C3.
through works of the Human imag- quaintance will help to clarify our 7tenance
Department
has
a
preasMelv* Lee Grant
,
Organisations Editor ination."
Sincerely,
Ideals and enliven our vision of signed' responsibility m snow reSpecial Program rates tor stuRalph B. Conlee
Symbols of Troth
perfection thus enabling us to say
dents and! teachers residing in 6*1Are Now Available
Doug1 ^WlObolfc _
Sports Editor
Director
Aside from mere beauty of the With San t any an a:
St apartment hotels to Mexico
Buildings' A Grounds
Jamas' torts
Military Editor works of the human imagination "Such movements of inspiration >poiflsrl ArllWf ICS > . .
Dr. Osmond ft. Hull, Director,
ty start from as low as $451.00
(Ed. note: The staff appreciates DnivessHy Study Toe* to Mexico- and include round-trip jet travel,
'and the struggles to create them are the source of the arts which
NsaW9 StMFf: Jerry Crawford. Judy Woods, Ben Oartinhour,
the Unto antf effort which Mr. Con- announced today that bulletins and living accommodations and the full
by the Individual, one has his ap- have no higher function than to
Oass^' OosdWct, EJddie FISk, Berry Wlreman, Bruce Gosney, Pat . preciation increased by sensing the renew them . . . we turn from a
Ice spent ht order to mform oor OK literature describing the 1062 Sum- schedule of activities.
GNsst, Bans. Ridge, Ken Plgg, Harry Campbell, Larry Strange
smybols of truth expressed.
beautiful thing, as from' trtrtJr or a
and off' campus readers of the mer Session Tour to the University
The BufMtnt, appucstion forms
Linda Cahoon, Jim Stivers.
workings of His department. We Of Mexico are now available.
In the immortal Fifth Symphony friend only1 to return incessantly,
and transportation availabilities
! that (he caase of Dr. Mur-- , The » page fctaWM bulletin may be received by writing to Dr.
Beethoven
has
given
us
a
rhythand
with
increasing
apprecutl»6W."
CARTOONISTS: William Chester Buchanan, Tom BlankensMp.
MKWS toll should not at tw» Ome describes in detail the 7 week pro- Osmontf It Hull, Director, Univerbe debated. The case to ctosetf.
gr^n, including eourseS offered, sity Study Tour to Mexico, 70S
Business Staff
George Dopp, Jr
Business Manager
—The Editorial Staff of toe Bast- accommodations, travel arrange* Market Street, San Francisco 3.
em Progress.)
ments, over 16 social and sightsee- California.
By Ray Alters
Bdwm OJIor
Asst. Bus. Mgr.
Automobileaccidents
are
beJeff Miller
Circulation Manager
coming; mow prominent as each
year passes. This is not due to
Photofrafhy Staff
the Met that
there are more
Tom OMr, Jeff Miller
Staff Photographer
Here
are
the'
requirement*
for
The Army ROTC of today is adcars; as most people think. The
fonder We direction of George Lyon, College Photographer)
ministered to high schools, mili- ; enrollment In the advanced" course: reason" is there are more pretary institututes, junior and senior 1. Demonstrate positive potential occupations to cope with not havcolleges, and universities. On the of becoming an effective officer.
ing- to do with driving—directly
I secondary School lev« (ROTC 3. Satisfactorily comply with loyalThe first of these preoccupa, Junior Division) the Course cavers ty requirements.
tions, I think, came with the inIT'S A PACT THAT
basic military training subjects.
stABAtion
of the radio in the
3. Pass such survey and general
It follows that", at the college screening tests as may be pre- automobile and it became the
tore! (ROTC Senior Division) the scribed.
'vefifsih»Play with it regofarly.
MCITS
course of instruction covers more «. Be selected by your PMSkT and
TTtosft later or earlier, I am not
complex
topics.
To
get
a
picture
of
sure' which, it became the vogue to
;fhe head of the school.
HM
COMING INDAf
DAILY.
ROTC as It exists todwy «» should IS. Execute a written agreement to havs a female sit to one's lac
know that (he Senior Division in- complete MS-HT and MS-IV, at- whlto driving.
■■i i ' f
"
'
cludes units in 280 institutions of tend ROTC summer camp at the
If one drives, hats music and a
higher learning and that the cur- Hme specified, and accept a com- female the next logical thing to
rent enrollment is more than mission to the Army Reserve if do is drink (strong beverages, of
140,000.
courag.
| offered.
ha toe basic phase (Wl, MS-nT) * Have completed the MS-I and*
Thslto preoccupations in them(I a» stady to of aa ea^aa^sa* aa«ans WS-II courses or equivalent courses selves, or in a combination, were
TUB COUFOM GOOD FOt
the Military schools DMstoB. not too bad — most people were
'per wee* or a totef of ISS hoars tor of
able to do them quite efficiently.
—■■JfciBBa
^.waaai• n W
■iskasiii
■* Credit to' lieu thereof may be grantby the PMSAT and the presi- The real' trouble developed, When
asiiMkjr (StUM, *»lfy ewssgWs- of ed
dent of the institution on the basts the cigarette Was introduced to
of prior Military service or train- the driver. Evidence of this is
*ow*Jlth' the number of traffic
ing
accidents recorded" since the first
OdSMBVPWraV 0» law's ^^■sssrOi ^^^ti M
smoMMg drtver. As a result, more
Oh* CAPITOL OKN
people-«ti*
being krhetf and injured
FO#» momr TOSJRS
As the Senior Division there is
becasaw Of their inafMlity to adapt
The museum and library of the to that one additions* preoccupasociety in the Old Capitol in tion.
"
"
ft-ankfort
are now open 3%8 days
ROTC
maw
upon
entry
into
coSege
U
— -«fc
__ —
.
WrtOTC
uson
cokes*
Th* Has toad the safty council
at once begins branch training W i« year. Lectures and guided tours to adbpt two new stogans which
astUteiy. armor, infantry, or aw- are offeied dafly.
will soon be on the lips and minds
gineers) to' favor of S Gtenwrtt MiliForty Items Were added to the of BaiianmJs of American motor
tary Science program. The (SMS* museum collection of Kentucky lets[•tfHsjwii gives the AOTC ms» a relics tost year, including the bell
"IB* TOlf DRINK AND' DRIVE,
wider range of military training to- from the battleship CT. S. S. Ken- JXIN'T SMOKE!'
ols pro-commission schooling.
tucky and various items from the i Th* one proposed for the co*Eventually every man who is family of* George
W. Johnson, ,1010 StostoiSa is, and I tkenk very
eommteslonsd is assigned IB a Kentucky's first Confederate
1
(based upon his qualtflca- gpveraor. Xa eseaixalBj 90,000TOT/ inro©c>g AWD
and the currant needs of the perSoSsi pent every stoU and
DONT DKPNK OK
Juan*) The GMS Program is in many foreign oountrles visited the
effect at m units. Branch Mater- museum. IsT fSto
. to a fug Stole JOB For
ial training is soil carried on at 46"
The nBrary has added over sort
»* *Bsda» two HssnJS at Out
milts.
books and 100 peribdlcahj to its
wheel, at least two feet on
ROTC requirements are beoom- reference collection. In 1961 the Ms right side, and a clean clear
21 GREAT TOBACCOS MAKE 20 WONDERFUL
taf suffer every year. Those who library staff answered over 8,000 mind-j Take heed, the life you save
AGED MILD. BLENDED MILD - NOT FILTERED MILD-THI
want to get in ihe advanced pro- specific questions on Kentucky
be a member of the Mexican
will find reosireaaeats sttff.

EDITORIALLY
SPEAKING
Who Wrote It?

Fine Art* rtepn< intent
le wfcrld is lovely to those who
hove capacities for response to
beauty, because out of ihvae come
understanding i-.i.d appreciations.
The discovery of Beauty anywhere"
gives us peace and enjoyment that
grow as our sense of beauty grows.
We may not be able to define
beauty, but we are so conscious of
It that having cxpeiienced some
quality of it we know that we have
felt the spiritual in a very definite
way.
We have only to open our eyes to
see in the forms around us beauty
enough to equalize the petty, the
morbid, and' the ugly. The song of
the robin, the dew-pearled jonquil
the flaming: forsylhia in 'ts g.-'Hen lines, a graceful willow with
lacy limbs to the prriin* -•"ee-nIng tender green, a morning sky
with the trailing cluds well United'
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Readers Write

Out On A Limb...

Let's Talk It Over

Eastern Progress

R.O.T.C. Commissions
Take Much Training

rroncis

*9mm WM*BF

Shooting
The Butt

Apparel

SPECIAL!
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ROYAL CLEANERS
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Casing

Maintenance Building

MELVA GROOT — Clubs Editor
WcslmiiiHter Elect* New Offlcera
New officers have been elected
by the Westminster Fellowship.
Attv C'olemaii Is modei-atoi ; Carol
Kttiy And Lucy Er«1n aTe 66-Vtce
moderators; IJnilu John-ton is secretary; KlnAVII Rnhlnson is treasure i . and Alice June Hall is publicity chairman.
•acklt> Yahzant will serve aS advfior to the vice-moderators this
semester.
The group was Installed at the
First Presbyterian Church last Sunday by the Rev. E. H. Overeaah.
All members planning to attend
the supper given at Mr. A,
WOltt's home Sunday evA

Wesley Works On Deputation Trip
Wesley Foundation is looking for
people Interested In singing in a
cantata to be used on Wesley's deputation trips. These ire trips the
group will make to other churches
and ihere present the services.
The group will practice every Monday and Thin sday nights In , the
music building at 6 p.m. The first
trip should be in about a month.
Math Club Hears Student Teachers
Don Whltaker and Tdtn Worth
spoke to the math club last Tuesday about tbilr experiences in student teaching at Madison Central.
A question and answer period followed andL was of interest to the
club members who are preparing
Id meet In front Of the S
td teach.
p.m.
The club will visit VK to see its
Yesterday the Fellowship spbn- computer next Saturday. EveryNEW EAOTERtf *trfiUb»Nti«—Pletu'red aboVe- *IW Mtf buffiUritfh erAcSed on the Eastern State College
one
in .the club, who Wans (dp
soreil a Valentine Pa.i^i at Telford
etunptm. The Ault Maintenance Building <left) ana the <Hb»on addition to the Fibtaatrtek Arta Building Youth Center. Refreshments were should meet in front of the S.U.B,
at 9 a.m. Cars wilt be furnished.
served to the children.
will be occupied March 1. A large servfc* are* g located at the far end of the maintenance building.

AS MODERN AW TrWdowhyw—W photo siiovvs wi'me of I lie moder housing unite PH'suity beea oecupled In Brockton, new married stud
bousing project at Eastern. The last of 144 nrrtts n
are hearing completion In the new
lege subdivision, which replaced dM "Vet's Village,
portry HMrack-ryfr and prefabrk
' IIts that were constructed In 1M« In serve the <
last spring {o make room for 64 efficiency units,
r period. "V*ft VUIK|%" dtaap
'
d
it
two-sedroom
unit*.
■' ranges front M7.5A to $37.50 per month A nei
units, and S«
unite. T*» ifnt
Sle'r park Is located In parl
rea vacated By "Vet's Village," and teniuH cotii
rheral area, according to
t Robert K. Martin Ttolal construction c6st of
wWWnhtrttbeen occupied since"|a*t summer, Was |1 '.stl,'!l4.
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Davis Beauty
Salon

AUrttff,

DEVEtTFS ROLLERAMA

PERSONALIZED
HAlRSTYLiNG
101 So. First St.
McKee Bldg.
Ph6ne 623-1200

UCHrtOHD ARMORY

See Us For Your Automotive Needs!

Cdlteg* £&rvte$ Stoflei.

Tli'-

Street from Boys Dorms, on Lancaster Ave.
F&k *EftVlCE CALLS

—

'HI' T'11 I" lffl

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 19—
5:00 p.m.
Wesley Foundation
6:30 p.m.
Industrial Arta Club

10:10 a.m.
4:00
5:00
6:09
6:30
7:00
8:00

Retenttive
Advertising

■

-»■»•■»/

IN MR. ^AfTEW&WS
AfcVERTIS'rNG CLASS.

p.m.
p.m.
P-m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

• :00 p.m.

F0R YOUR

Scropbook

Room Ju2,

Cafeteria
Room 15, Fltzpatrick Bldg.

IL
., i. -J £1
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 20—
D. S. F. and Weatniinster FelldwsrBp tittle Theater
12:40 p.m.
Laurel
urel County Club
Room 202, s.U.B.
5:00 p.m.
Hothe
FiUpatriok Bldg:.
Ithe EcOhrtYUcw
EcohrtYUce ClUb
Cl
5:00 pJh.
Room*
R, Raark Bldg.
6:00 p.m.
H-aTIan County Club
WEDNESDAY,

1^:4Q
5:00
6:00
6:30
i:30
10:00
10:00

p m.
p'm.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

5

FEBRUARY 21
Assembly—Addreas
• rfrdfek AuSrtofltiin
The Rt. Rev. Monsignor Felix N. Pitt
ijoOlsvllle, Kentucky
Sigma Tau PI
Cwens
Kvma Club
:ii
Collegiate Pentode
^^n
World Affairs C<ub

■•■" ■'■•■' ■ r '•!■ r-*v — I'll «t,
MB4sta _
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Bob Francis Men's Apparel

DRUGSTORE

SUNDAY, FEBRUAKT 18—
5.30 p.m.
Student Council
8:00 p.m.
Episcopal Canterbury Club

HERE'S SOME

Phone 623-4828

IUIt'1

CAMPUS CALiMSAH

—
A 1?ACT

Sold completely out of Valentine Shorts. Hope yo«
fined tlwiti.
I i iil .ndiillTI inlRLUt
x Justin i r f in.

WabeiM BC/* Ttiirl«nti

FOTITfalB - toneKiOTitti

~^'"T — ■

Prescriptions
FR-EED&VHY

BALES PLACE

DIAL 623-4244

llii I nilr

GO(3b FOOD
RICHMOND W.

i. MAIN ST.

Roprri !

Basketbail—BaBtarn and Middle Tenm
(Freahmnan women will a$t)hs&t 4
dance following Hie game)
Han
OAKS

KEN CAR

«!,

D S. F. and Westminister FelloWBhlp
Little TWeater
D. s. F.
Cafeteria and Unjv. 108
Pool. Weaver BMg.
Kai*>a Kabba^Mma
Room lOL Univ. Bldg.
Kappa Iota Bpsnctn
Church Of Chrfcrt Group
Rodm A, Coates Bldg.
Men's DotTrrttorf Council.
OjOomvell Hall
Voice Of BaaWrt-VStudent Council
WBKY Radl?

Across from Kroger

COMPLETE NEW LINE OF
MEN"S SMOIS
5.W — 6.95
LADIES' FLATS . ... 1.99 —2.99

Station

Qdurteiy Ur Fred f rdhcis

I

BATURDAY, FEBRUARY 1&■'
, ,
2:00 p.m.
Swimming M«et-rEaster„ and Union College, Wdav*
Health Bldg.

tto\4m*i+i}^mi»m^\*mu.

Bob Francis
Men's Apparel

.1011
NAMfUMMM
CAffitY-Ofrr
ONLY,
AVAILABLE AT

Q toft**4*)
DRUG

STORE

2nd & Main Streets
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Another sensational H*US slack Idea! Wades Are
long and lean with narrower-trwin-narrow 13" bottoms without a cuff in sight. But the real big deaf
is that Blades have concealed pockets front and
back; you can't see them but they're tbere! Tricky?
and how! =• and you'll want a few pair fait! Fresh
new spring colors and coot fabrics . . . 4.98 ft $.98
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College Sophomore Earns
Extra School Expenses
BOB Roth, an 18 year old c*; Write to Elliott Meyer, National
lege sophomore at ft New York Dynamics Corporation, &6 Bait
iftrSet, flew York, tor free
UniVersity, has been earning over 2<ra
*
»30 an hour selling "Repair 'n literature on part Unie selling "for I
Air", an Instant flat fixer, during college expenses".
free time, before and after classes.
Spending between 8 and 10 hours
a week, Bob has earned enough to
make a down payment on a new
"T" Bird. He has also maintained
an 82 average.
From December 14th to the end
of January (six weeks) he sold
120 dozen units for A gross of over
$7,000.00.
RoUl's story of Ms own tayojy
men* PlJHfVM % "Repair
that KlllnU Meyft% p^SoWl? of
National Dytmmfcs Corporation,
«o Ea>t *Srd Street, New York,
e SaJea Dehad set up a
e students to
pa rt i il en t" to
earn tuition money.
This special sales department
has prepared a complete "sell It
yourself kit" for students including instructions on selling, leads,
posters, sales kits, testimonials
from satisfied users, samples, etc.
When young Roth obtained thl
h
material he compiled a list o?
stores In the area of his home and
university,—all sorts of stores, he
explafaed, from gas stations to
hardware stores and even snack
shops frequented by students. He
then sent each o* these stores descriptive sales literature and* order
forms. Subsequently Bob telephoned each and every store owner on his list.
Bob's Rmolts
According fo Bob %
the results
were phenomenal.
1. He seldom sold
less than a dozen Units at a tune
and In one case obtained an order
for 20 dozen. In ensuing weeks reorders were routine. .MOM buyers
have already sent In repeat orders
more than once.
"The fact is, a number of purchasers have had flats and found
that by using "Repair 'n Air"
they avoided changing a tire, used
no tools, did not even soil their
hands", Bob said. "The word of
mouth advertising by purchasers
who found that the product sealed
and Inflated a puncture has been
responsible for the large sales."
Bob Roth Is one of two sons of
an oil company executive m a
nearby suburb of Manhattan. He
has always been a "B" student,
he says, and hasn't changed now
that he's making money. He devotes not more then ten hours a
week to selling and doesn't permit it to interfere with Ms school
work or social life.
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Royal fypetrttfter*
for Sale - Rent - Repair.
School Supplies

IN AIL THE SPRINGBRIGHT mims.

Smart Shop
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Tareyton's Dual Filter in duas partes divisa est!"
says Titus (Pretzel Beniter) Vrnoa, darling of the Coliseum
CtoWd. Says Pretttl Bender, "After the amdhitheate/ I Mai
and WVe a Tfafey'tdn. Atnb, amis... eVetyohe afnaf TCreyfoh.
Et tu will, too. Tareybm'« <me fflter cigarette fail retlly
delivers de gustibus."
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Upchurch New
Frosh Coach

SPORTS
Six Eastern Thinlies
In Mason Dixon Relays
Six members of the Eastern 1962 track team will be compeiing
with collegiate tracksters from all over the country tomorrow when
they participate in the Mason-Dixon Relays, one of the top track
events in the nation. The relays will be run indoors in spacious
Freedom Hall in Louisville.
The relays are recognized as
The lone field entry will be
the country's number one indoor freshman Larry Gammon, who will
track meet. Eastern will compete be taking a shot at the high jump.
mainly against Kentucky oppon- Gammon is expected to shape up
ents and other colleges from the us one of the finest high jumpers
Kentucky area, but Olympic stars to be at Eastern in quite some
such as Ralph Boston will create time.
quite a crowd-drawing attraction.
Eastern will be entered in three
Brents' against all-Kentucky com- Eastern Rifle Team Wins
petition, as the Maroon thinlies
will have representatives In the Match With UK, Xavier
mile relay, mile, and high jump
Eastern Kentucky's rifle team
categories.
scored a victory Saturday la LexEastern's young mile relay team, ington over the University of Kencomposed Of two sophomores and tucky and Xavier University of
a pair of freshmen, is called by Ohio.
track- coach, Don Daly, as one of
The final score read Eastern—
the finest combinations ever at 1,389, Kentucky—1.363 and Xavier
Eastern. It is composed of sophs —1,329.
Bob Bcott and Ben Price and f rosh
Eastern was led by the fine
Mike Pelts and Jack Jackson.
shooting of J. A. Highland. He
Two boys will be competing In posted a 286 out of a possible 300.
the mile run. Felts will run the He was followed by J. R. Cornett
mile as well as competing in the —279, W. E. Loveall—277, and J.
relay event. He was the Michigan C. Metcalfe—275.
J. Campbell
state high school champion miler posted a perfect 100 In the prone
last year with a time of 4:27 and position for Eastern.
it is hoped he can shave enough
The UK team was led by D. R
time off that mark to top the con- Baugh's 281. He was followed
ference record of 4:20 'while he Is closely by E. L. Campbell—276.
running at Eastern.
J. Quisenberry—274, and P. A.
The other miler Is Ernie Brown, Felts—269.
who holds the Eastern two mile
Xavier scoring was ted by J.
recard, and is a junior. Even Bertsch'a 274. Following him were
though he will be out of his favor- J. BuUer—273, T. V. Herbert—
ite event. Brown is figured to be 262, and E. J. Cahill—259.
definitely In contention in the mile
J. Butler fired a 100 in the prone
run .
position far Xavier.

Doug's Sports Beat
with DOUG WHITLOCK
Progress Sports Editor
KASTERN'S TITLE HOPES FADING, BUT DON'T BELL THE
MAROONS SHORT!
Two home losses and a road-toss In the conference would appear to
have completely removed the Maroon's hopes of post-season laurels,
but a shocking win by the Middle Tennessee Blue Raider ever Morehead
the same night as our loss to Murray kept our title asirinUions olive but
sin Bin.
H Western has only f«W conference gar.f,c lef* and
■must lose two of them- for Eastern and Morehead to
Sremain In contention. They meet Eastern, Morehead,
'Murray, and East Tennessee at home.
I The Maroons' and Eagles', however, must count
Ian themselves if they want in on the title. Both
■squads still have to play the Hilltoppers In Bowling
'Ireen.
Eastern has ihe roughest trail tc tread as the MaIroons lake on the tough Tech team tomorrow night
i Cookevllle and then must meet the Hilltoppers and
forehead in other away games. This formidable
Jrchedule is broken up by two games at home, with
and East Tennessee, and the Maroons will surely be
oa their toes after Middle beat Morehead in Morehead.
It Eastern and Morehead both defeat Western it will blast the race
wide open again, but then the Maroons will have one of the most important, toughest games looming before them that has ever faced an
Eastern cage team—Morcheud in Morehead in Eastern's last game of
the season on March B.
It would be a bit of true irony if this were the way tilings were to
work out because It was In Eastern's last game a year ago on March 4
that the Maroons defeated the Eagles here under almost exactly the
same conditions to gain a share of the title.
It Is not )>08slble for a three way tie to develop, but a two way tie Involving Western and either Eastern or Morehead Is poujible with the
same 9-3 conference record that the co-champions had lest year.
BAECHTOLD DOING FINE JOB AT EASTERN HELM
Eastern under Jim Buerhlokl's guidance has been rolling: at full speed
except for the unfortunate loss to Murray, as the Maioons have chalked
up a 3-1 record under their new head coach.
The four games under Baechtold have been far from the easiest on
the schedule and have been mude even harder due to tie extreme importance of winning them all.
Taking on Tennessee Tech, Morehead, Middle TennJcsec and Murray
hi rapid succession Is quite a feat and it is doubtful if any coach could
have brought the Maroons through any better.
Baehctold's biggest thri|l came, no doubt, the night of his debut when
the fired up Maroons come away with a win over Morehead. That weekend he saw them win their first nway game for him over a Middle
Tennessee team that must be better than as ever imagined and then
return to beat Tennessee Tech to string together three straight wins for
the longest streak since the 1961 segment of the souaon.
The Murray loss Is the only dark spot on his record and a couple of
good breaks for Eastern in that game could have erased that.
Still the biggest part of BaechtoM's challenge lies before him at Tech,
Western and Morehead, and regardless of how Eastern feres, this corner feels that Baechtold will do the job as well as It can be done.
CHICAGO TERMS McBRA YER RESIGNATION SHOCKING
Jim Enrlght, of a Chicago newspaper, had this to say about the
resignation of our head basketba|l coach, Paul McBrayer:
I
SUPER-SHOCKER: That is the only possible way to describe news
of Coach Paul McBrayer's resignation from Eastern Kentucky State
College at Richmond, Ky. The astute and genial McBrayer, who hat
Veen ailing, just up and resigned and took off for a vacation in Florida.
Basketball can ill afford to lose men like McBrayer and Phil Woolpert of San Francisco Both are truly great coaches and a tremendous
credit to the game.
McBrayer-trained Jim Baechtold, 34, has been named Eastern's
acting coach to finish out the season. As Paul's assistant, Jim was proBanted to the top job -after a five-season professional career between
Baltimore and New York in the NBA.

IN MASON-DIXON RELAYS—These six members of the Eastern
track team will be competing In the Mason-Dlxon Relays In Louisville
tomorrow. Front row, left to light: Ben Price, mile relay; Mike Felts,
mile relay and mile; and Larry Gammon, high jumper. Back row:
Jack Jackson, mile relay; Ernie Brown, mile; and Bob Scott, mile relay.

Murray Rocks Eastern
OVC Title Hopes 75-66
By DOUG WHITLOCK
Cal Luther's Murray RaCers
threw a big roadblock in the way
of Eastern's O. V. C. title hopes
Saturday night as the Thoroughbreds came out on top 75-66 before
a crowd of 5,500 in Murray. In
the teams' first meeting this season Murray won 82-80 in Weaver
Gym.
Murray's second win over the
Maroons came under the same
conditions as the first. Eastern
outrebounded and outscored their
foe from the field, but the Racers
had 15 more foul shots than did
the Maroons.
Eastern beat the Murray contingent from the floor, however,
Murray's 29-14 edge in the gratis
toss department could not be overcome. The Racers could have
very easily had many more foul
shots as they attempted 50. Eastern attempted only 28.
For the second straight road
trip Kay Morris proved to be the
brightest spot in the Maroon lineup. The ex-Monticello great scored
17 points in a reserve roll to van
the Maroons. He connected on
seven of 14 field goal attempts.
In the win over Middle Tennessee
he came in late to score 11 crucial
points to play an important part
in the victory.
Game honors went to Murray's
sophomore center, Jim Jennings.
The 6-6 youngster scored 21 points
and hauled down 19 rebounds. He
was joined in double figures by
teammates Ron Greene, Scott
Schlosser, and Al Varnas with 13,
13, and 10, respectively.
The only other Maroon in double
figures other than Morris was
Larry Parks with 10.
Action started with both teams
far off their shooting. The scoring ice was finally broken by the
Racers' Stan Walker with one of
the deciding foul shots. This was
with three minutes of action already gone.
On Eastern's next trip down the
floor Ron Plckctt sank a 10 foot
hook shot to give the Maroons
their first and only lead of the
■ball game at 2-1. It was Walker
again scoring to put the Racers
ahead for good as the 6-7 sophomore forward went under, wideof.cn for the layup.
" I .astern managed to stay with
the cold Racers until the score was
knotted 9-9. Here the Racers took
off on a rampage that ended with
them holding a 10 point, 23-13 lead
with 5:50 left to play in the half.
Morris was in action by now.
replacing Jim Werk. who had committed three early fouls. He teamed
up with Herman Smith and Russ
Mueller to pull the Maroons within two at 21-19 with 2:38 to go.
29-26 At The Half
In the remaining time Eastern
played on nearly even terms with
Murray allowing the Thoroughbreds to take a slim 29-26 advantage to the dressing room at
halftime.

Ray Gardner started the show
in the second period with a tip
that took Eastern within one at
29-28. Here the Racers broke
loose for nine quick points in a
period of one minute and six seconds to pull out to a 38-28 lead.
Murray was then able to start
maintaining a sizeable lead until
with 10:17 left Parks and Morris
spurkcii an Eastern drive to pull
the Maroons to only a seven point
deficit at 50-43.
This rally was soon terminated
by the now hot-firing Racers as
they zipped back to a 12 point
lead at 55-43 and then 14 at 61-47.
Trailing 15 points, 69-54, the
Maroons made one last attempt
at the Murrayans. In the last
three minutes, 51 seconds they
outscord Murray 12-6. but fell nine
points short In the valiant effort.
Eastern's loss was somewhat
lessened in -stature by the upset
win of Middle Tennessee over
Morehead, which gave the Eagles
three conference losses and the
Maroons a good shot at second
place, at least, In the conference.
Western still has only one loop
loss and would have to lose two of
Its remaining four conference tilts
to make Eastern and Morehead
contenders again.
Morehead could find itself completely out of the picture in Murray tonight since they had to
travel all day yesterday to reach
the town, nearly on the western
tip of the state, and has not had
much time to rest.
Eastern is idle this week until
Saturday night when the Maroons
take on Uie tough Tennessee Tech
Golden Eagles In Cookevllle, Trim..
where the Eagles handed frontrunner Western its only loss.
EASTERN KY.
Parks
Pickett
Werk
Gardner
Stephens
Mueller
Morris
Brandenburg
Smith
Totals

G
F P T
3 4-9
2 10
3 1-1
5
7
3 2-3
4
8
2 0-14
4
2 0-0 4
4
11-4
4
3
7 3-6
5 17
3 0-0 2
6
2 3-5 17
26 14-29 34 66

College Dry Cleaners
PH. 623-5271

ONE DAY SERVICE

RADIO AND T.V. SERVICE

PASQUALES PIZZA

CAR RADIOS — RECORD PLAYERS —

228 E. Second Street

TRANSISTOR SALES AND SERVICE

Transistor Radio or Record Player
19.95 Up

CLICK'S
Radio and T.V. Service
West Irvine Street (Behind Post Office)
PHONE 623-3272

Jack Upchurch, ex-basketball
star at Eastern Kentucky State
SPONSORED BY
College, was appointed freshman
cage coach last week by President
BOB FRANC IS
Robert R. Martin, to serve the reMEN'S APPAREL
mainder of the current season.
The appointment came about following the surprise resignation of
Paul McBrayer and the elevation
of Jim Baechtold from freshman
coach to acting head coach.
The 24-year old Upchurch, a
three-year letterman under Coach
McBrayer, will handle scouting
assignments, in addition to coaching the frosh, until he reports for
active duty in the military service
on April 2. He completed requirements for a bachelor of science
degree two weeks ago at Eastern,
and was commissioned a second
lieutenant in the regular army
to serve a minimum of three years.
The Eastern freshmen have five
games remaining on their schedule. .
He has coached at Model High
School, Eastern's laboratory school
on campus, during the fall semester. Model has not participated in
athletics on an intra-school comJIM WERK
petitive basis this year, since the
Eastern
mentor Jim Baechtold
KHAA ruled last year that Madison and Model would sever their has named Jim Werk, junior forathletic tie that made their teams ward from Catnden, Ohio, as the
known as Madison-Model for many Eastern Kentucky Player of the
Week for his outstanding showing
years.
in the win over Tennessee Tech
He has also been player-coach last
week.
of the crack Winchester A.A.U.
In that particular game Werk
team that has compiled an 18-1
record that Includes wins over singed the nets with 10 of 24 field
Kentucky's strong freshman team goal attempts and five of six from
and two wins over the Eastern the foul stripe. He was also Eastfrosh. Their lone loss was a six- ern's leading rebounder with 11
point defeat at the hands of the snags.
Werk leads the Maroons Jn scorCincinnati freshmen. That team
has a few games remaining, none ing with 190 points and a 17.3 point
of which conflicts with the Eastern per game output that has ranked
him in conference and national
schedule.
He will continue to coach at standings for the greater part of
Model, with practices planned for this season.
He leads the team in time playearly afternoon, just prior to the
ed, also, as the 6-5 junior has
Eastern practice sessions.
missed only about seven minutes
Upchurch actually made his de- Ber game In his heavy duty role,
but as freshman coach of the
e Is tied with Larry Parks for
Eastern yearlings the same even- the number two spot in the reing of Baechtoki's debut as head bounding department with a 9.5
coach in the Maroons' 93-85 win average. Ron Pickett leads reover Morehead.
bounding with 10.2.
In three seasons of varsity competition at Eastern, Upchurch
scored 569 points for a 8.5 average. As a sophomore, during the
1958-59 season the 6-2, 200 pounder,
a forward then, averaged nearly
10 febounds and 8 points In 22
contests. The following season he
averaged 10.2 points and just under
7 rebounds. His senior year, playing with an ankle injury most of
the season, he averaged 7.4 points
"PLAT - TOPS
and 5.6 rebounds In 23 games.
Our SPECIALTY"
He gained All-Ohio Valley Conference recognition his first two
Underneath
seasons at Eastern.
Upchurch was a prolific scorer
GYLNDON HOTEL
at Wayne County High School,
averaging 21 points his final'three
yeans. He scored 56 points his)
final high school game there
SOB) of Mr. and Mrs. Mos'
!*
church, 210 First Street,
cello, he has five brothers and one
sister, all younger. Three of his
brothers are presently playing
basketball there, and one, John
Ralph, 16, is a member of the
Monticello varsity squad.
Jack married his college sweetheart. Elizabeth Ann Parker, of
Danville In August, 1960. Both received their degrees from Eastern
in January of this year.
He Is undecided concerning an
army career, but is committed for
three years of active duty. He
wants to coach basketball, In Kentucky, when the situation permits.

GLYNDON
BARBER SHOP

Closest Restaurant to Campus.

s$100

Hamburgers 5*>r i

Winning Menu Number for a free meal ticket:

2887

Maroons Take On Tech
In Cookeville Battle
After a week's lay-off, the Eastern Maroons travel to Cookevllle,
Tennessee, today, where they will
take on the tough Tennessee Tech
Golden Eagles In a 9 p.m., EST,
Clash, which they must win to
keep from being completely out
of the conference picture.
Earlier this week it was announced that Larry Parks and Rupert
Stephens, Eastern's starting
guards, were both in bed with the
flu bug. It was not known at the
time of this writing whether or not
they would be in good shape by
game time, but Coach Jim Baechtold said, "I'm really glad we had
the week off so that they could get
plenty of rest."
Tech Rough At Home
Tennessee Tech is a very rugged
opponent at home as their win over
Western shows. The victory over
Western Is the Hilltoppers only
loop defeat and the only thing giving Eastern and Morehead even a
mathematical possibility of earning a shot at the championship.
In their first meeting, here two
weeks ago, the Maroons knocked
off the Eagles by 84-72, after solving the Tech sone. Ron Pickett
arid Jim Werk paced the Maroons
in that encounter, with strong support from Ray Gardner and Larry
Parks, as the foursome connected
consistently from the outside to
crack the Eagle defense.
Forward Tom McKinney led the
Eagles in scoring and all rebounders with 21 points and 14 rebounds.

The only other Tech player to
make double figures was guard
Ken Jolly with 14.
Shooting Big Factor
Eastern's shooting decided the
first game and they will have to
match that performance for the
Maroons to return here with the
win Sunday. Eastern hit 46.1 per
cent from the field and 83.3 from
the line, as opposed to the II.1 and
76.5 marks posted by Tech. Both
squads had 51 rebounds.
Eastern has everything to lose
with a loss and will remain in contention with a win. Tech, however,
has no pressure on them at all as
they have been out of the race for
several weeks.
The Maroons need only the Tech
win to make a clean sweep of the
Tennessee schools hi the loop on
the road and then would need only
wins over Middle Tennessee, a surprise victor over Morehead Saturday night, and East Tennessee here
to go undefeated against all Volunteer State opposition.
If Parks and Stephens are back
in good condlUon the Eastern lineup is expected to remain the same,
that is, Parks and Stephens at the
guards, Werk and Gardner at the
forwards, and Pickett at the pivot.
Tech will probably stick to the
same starting lineup that opened
against the Maroons here. Tom
McKinney and Tom Rychener the
forwards, Richard Pipes the center, and Ken Jolly and Don Gorin
the guards.

ATTENTION!
ALL FEMALE STUDENTS!
INTRAMURAL BOWLING LEAGUES
AT

MAROON LANES
4 Members Per
Team

3 GAMES
$1.00

(3 Regulars & One
Alternate)

Trophies for each League
Winning Team.

Each Team Bowls Once A Week.
CONTACT BARBARA SAMMONS, CASE HALL,
OR ANY W. R. A. OfnCTAL.
i
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New low-cost luxury in two
just-out Chevy II Nova sedans

Athlete Of
The Week

MURRAY
G
F P T
Greene
4 5-9
4 13
Jcnning3
7 7-12 3 21
Schlosser
3 7-10 3 13
Varnas .
4 2-4
3 10
Walker
14-7
5 6
Mahoney
11-2 4 3
3 3-6
0
9
Goebel
23 29-50 22 75
Totals
Eastern Kentucky
26 40—66
Murray
29 46—75
Attendance: 5,00(

Operating cost of Kentucky's
public schools during the past
fiscal year totaled $188 million,
State Superintendent of Public
Instruction Wendell P. Butler has
reported to the 1962 General Assembly.

Player Of
The Week

JOHN THOMPSON
Johnny Thompson has the honor
of being the first Intramural Athlete of the Week, selected" on the
basis of his showing In the volleyball program.
A senior from Prestonburgs, he is
a physical education major, and
was a standout for the "Leftovers"
all season.
He led his team to five victories
in six starts. A real competitor, he
loves to win, but can take defeat
as graciously as anyone.

• Luxury and low cost have never been more
beautifully blended than in these two newest
additions to the Chevy n line! Like their running
mates-the Nova 400 Sport Coupe, Convertible
and Station Wagon-they have the same more-foryour-money features that have made Chevy n
the winner of Car Life magazine's Engineering
Excellence Award for 1962. Soft-riding new MonoPlate rear springs, proved in the equivalent of
2,000,000-plus test miles.Th nf ty 6-cylinder engine

Ghevyfl Nova

New Chevy II Nova 2- and 4 Doors-plus a wonderful choice of ether Chevy II medste

The mammoth task of microfilming over
770,000 historical
documents from the court records
of five Kentucky counties was
cited as one of the accomplishments of the Kentucky Historical
Society during 1961 in its annual
report to Gov. Bert Combs.
The Young Historians Society,
re-activated in 1960 to promote
interest in history among Kentucky grade and high school students, has increased Its membership to 1,022 with 22 chapters
throughout the state. A monthly
nn'wletter, "Young Historians
News," and a quarterly magazine,
"Kentucky Heritage," help maintain interest among the students.
Yearly awards for Kentucky historical essays are offered to the
menjbers.

that gets more "git" out of a gallon of regular.
Body by Fisher roominess that fits big families
and small parking places. An easy loading vacation-sized trunk. New ideas that save on upkeep.
Plus trim, tasteful styling, inside and out See
the smart, sassy, saving Chevy n Novasand the other sensibly sized, sensibly priced
Chevy n models-at your Chevrolet dealer's.

400 Ssort Coupe

Nova 400 Convertible

Nov. 400 2-So.t Stitten I

9_

900 S-Seet Settles

»-

100 4-Deor Sed.n

100 2-Deer Seats

100 2-Sest Stones Wssea

See the new Chevy II at your local authorized Chevrolet dealer's
j
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COLLINS DRUG STORE
PRESCRIPTIONS

(OaaUaued from Piig* Oae)

Five BHw#ry! 7:30 A. M. fo> 8:00 P. M.
DIAL 623-2336

Pour group discussions to be
held Saturday morning will Include
school organization as « affects
curriculum Improvement; professional preparation for curriculum
improvement: curriculum Improvement through effective "use of the
school day; and curriculum improvement in content areas.
Leaders for the group discussion
sessions will be Mrs. Ann Brewer.
Ashland School, Lexington; Briscoe
Evans. Morton Jr. High School.
Lexington; Dr. Charles Ambrose,
Eastern: Mrs. Louise Combs, State
Department of Education; Joe
Denny, Clintonville Schools; and
Dr. Roacoe V. Buckland, Berea
College.
State president of the association is Roy G. Bversolc, superintendent of the Hazard City Schools.

CLUB &
CAMPUS
FASHIONS

LANTER MOTOR CO
219 W. IRVINE STREET
AROUND THE CORNER PROM THE

BY 0. E. SCWOtlTlEt, Esmrs FMMM

COURTHOUSE.
m Carburetor and Ignrtion Work.

THE LOW OF LEATHER

DIAL 623-4434

The Shearing (nVwj) I** hi suede leathei outerwear fs hot
fashion newa fee ceM #MflHr eampns wear. Warm shearling linings back up leather and spill over onto lapels as a smart collar
trim. Suede leather and leather-knrt combination* will also score
heavily in all college conferences. Let's take a look at some of the
individual coM Weather styles:

—

WAYMAN'S
DEPARTMENT

Friday. February M, 1MB

Lyman Ginger—

.

STORES

•

■'

.
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THIS HLEM6TH COAT is "Cavriry" .triad
with a dashing double breasted front, slash
pockets and eit-leather-buttan front. It has
hwabs wool shearling both at the Botch collar
insets and throughout the lining. It's a smart
caelt. for casually-dressy town and campus

Richmond and Berea
"THE BARGAIN CITY"

WATCH
FOR:
"DEAR
BULLWINKLT*

BREAKFAST
2 Strips Bacon, I Egg,
EVERY DAY
Toast, Jelly, Coffee

NEXT
WEEK!

Member Federal Reserve System
Member Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation

Near Frankfort, Kentucky, is a
plaque marking the site of the
first railroad west of .the Allegheny Mountains.

;.
SHORT WAISTED WARMTH wrn be found
in. many fashionably insulated waist length
so**e jackets. Most of these shorter models
have lambs wool shearling at the eoflar, Mains, pocket and cuff trim. Yoke fronts, large
patch packets and stitched edge trim will
eharacteriie this extremely popular style of
campus ontercoat

SPECK'S RESTAURANT
WEDNESDAY And FRIDAY NfTES:

"THE SHADES"

THE GLYNDON HOTEL

'THURSDAY NITE:

'THE IMPRESSIONS11

THE FAVORITE MEETING PLACE IN RICHMOND

SATURDAY NIGHT:

Rooms Include Television, Telephones, Air

THE MYSTERY BAND"

Conditioning and Room Service.
SUEDE LEATHER'S ABLAZE ...the blazer m • sport eeat becomea hrreasaagly faeWoaabte with the appearance of a t button
model in suede leather. It's eorreetfy styled for undergraduate wear
in the natural shoulder silhoaette with center vent. Bolder Individualists can enroll hi the fashion avante garde by checking the suede
leather dmrbw breasted Mwer with two sets of buttons. Sueda
leather Mazers will be seen to brown,, natural tan, and olive shades.

RICHMOND
DRIVE IN THEATRE
4 Mi. South on U.S. 25

OPEN SAT ft SUN.
IN -CAR HEATERS!

— SUNDAY

•

RAY'S BARBER SHOP

COMPLETE LAUNDRY AND CLEANING SERVICE

Sanitone Dry Cleaning
ONE DAY SERVICE!

We Have Four Dependable Barbara to Serve You.

So. 3rd Street - Richmond, Ky.
Across From Greyhound Bus Depot

-Alt TYPE HAIR CUTS"—OUR SPECIALTY
LEATHER-KNIT MERGER

I

... a smart, swinging duo in
campus outerwear i* the
leather-knit comb-ination
tint, will ft* seen to outercoats and cardigan jackets.
Many models will have such
fashion touches as knitted
trims at the pockets, sleeves
and shawl collars. Pictured
fs a stylish thigh length
outer jacket of suede leather
with knit used only for a
stitched edge trim and knitted cotton collar.

——

Slate Bank and Trust
Company of Richmond, Ky.

'There's no place quite like this place aaywhare near
this place, so this must be the

BRANCH AT BIG HILL AVE. AND BOGGS LANE.

LUIGIS RESTAURANT

place."

MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE
CORPORATION

128 E. Main
—
Phone 623-9921
"Your Order Will Be Waiting"

MEMBER FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

Career Cues:
All in all, a big season for leather Jackets and outercoats. The
Shearling Look and smart suede leather-knit combinations should
take high campus honor* far fashion and warmth.

=

MITE KB
for Deck or Dock!
Soowhftc playmates with the
at of perfection, great casual
. capability! All doac with the
, stitched creases, roomy insef side
pockets, ncver-fail Conmatic
zippers... the detail divine yoa
expect from Paddle and Saddle!
1st sixes S thru 18.

2.98

JamaFcas

Bermudas (not shown} . . 2.98
Deck Pants

3.98

Cabin toy Pants

3.98

Shorts

2.9*

Asadtrtitdi*
GUtsMtfc
i

sum—in in

STEP OVER THE MESS AND ENJOY
SAVINGS
DURING OUR REMODELING SALE!

ELDER'S

Pershing Rifle
{nitration Held
PersMng Rifle Company "R" recently initiated eight new members into Its National Honor Society at Eastern Kentucky State
College. AH are from Richmond.
So far this year, 58 men have
been initiated.
The new members are:. Kenton
D. Moberly. son of Kenton D. Moberly. 118 Meadowlark Drive; Robert W. Kidd, son of Jessie E. Kidd,
334 Brockton; Samuel C. Irwin,
a of James Irwin. 411 Springi Drive; John C. Arterberry.
sea ef-% L- Arterberry, Hycllffe
9rtw, Jerry W. Ward, son of
John Ward, route 5; Robert C.
Vickers, son of John U Vickers,
Hycllffe Drive; Michael C. Turpin,
son of Rubin L. Turpin, Highland
View, and Dwight B. Short, son of
Kenneth Short, Longview Drive.
The Pershing Rifles is a national
organisation of ROTC cadets
founded to honor General John J.
Pershing. Pershing Rifles combine inter-collegiate drill competition and practical ekperience in
leadership with periodic social
events.
The Pershing Rifles was originally formed at UM University of
Nebraska, where national headquarters are located today. In recent year* tt has spread throughout the I"
United States and its
powession*?.

"Whatever your major,
make sure to include
a course in 'people'!"
W. Emlen Roosevelt, President
National State Bank, Elizabeth, N.J.
"If my college adviser had prophesied that studying psychology would some day help promote my career in banking, Td have scoffed. Yet that is exactly what has happened. And when I think about it now the reason seems
obvious. The facts and figures of banking, or of any other
field, are mechanical devices. They take on real meaning

only when related to people.
"Good psychology is also the basis of all teamwork.
And, since most of today's business and scientific protrlems are too complicated for 'one man' solutions, teamwork is essential. If you want to be a valuable team player,
and a likely candidate for captain, be the person who
understands people. Learn what it takes for people to
work together in harmony. Learn how to win trust and
confidence. Learn basic human psychology.
"Bear this in mind, too. World tension, community
tension, business tension, even family tension are the
facts of everyday life. The more you know of human
behavior, the better prepared you will be to deal with
these problems.
"So, if you have the chance, take a course devoted to
•people.' Your class adviser can probably help you fit a
psychology elective into your schedule. I don't think
you'll regret it... I know I didn't"

Girl Student from India
Beard M Rrwanft Club
Mias Meena Bagwe, Baroda
India, a graduate student in Home
Economic* at Eastern State College, affeaiul befeaa- the Ktwar.Is
C*ib at Ms regular weekly meetesgiaa*ntgat at Ssnsuit inn.
Pressed In a sari, the national
attire of India* women. Miss
Bagwe told of her native land and
kW psepse. ass* iHisstwU i India a*
UM how «f «8Q malkm peoole.
Spoken in Iadla, BS»g"*h is used in
sff auvemamental function*.
■fiaa Barwerddescigwa Hinduism
the principal religion of India.
I sat* Hh—iwrn at not duly s
but a wag et Ufe, a felot all who seek right.
She told of her choice of Eastern
as a coUaay of learning. She desoriosn vie ftrlerpfloiese or Americarsi and said they are misrepresented abroad through movies
and magazines.

-
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Madison Laundry & Cleaners

Welcomes All Students & Faculty

■ially popular srpper jacket hi smartly refurbished for knock-about
campus wearwfth eknttterl waist bow and shawl collar. The zipper
jacket remains the number one campus favorite and is basic to the
ualaigi'atru sjej outerwear wardrobe.

TWO THRHJftltS —

■■

ll i ii a

A RUGGED STANDBY GETS A KNITTED TOUCH...the peren-

TEEfJAGE
DOLL -

■w

DINING ROOM; ALSO FREE PARKING POR GUESTS

Main —r Across from Penney's

—Saturday—

7*c
SHOP

Madison ra Cm often DOim
Richmond, PCy.

MCGREGOR

HALL

EVERY
WED. — NH. — SAT.
'/2 -Lb. Hamburger Steak
with French Fires A Slaw

39c
SWEET

And
THE COMPLETE
" STORY ON

The world's largest synthetic i
rubber plant is the du Pont operation in Louisville, Kentucky.
In 1862, Confederate General
Bragg's forces swept northward
out of Tennessee, seized Frankfort,
and set up a Confederate state
government. Before the installation ceremonies had ended, guns
of the North were hammering
from bluffs west of the town. The
Confederates withdrew, and the
new Governor, Richard J. Hawes,
hastily retired to Lexington.

SPECIAL!

If flavor Is your major satisfaction In smoking...

Have a real cigarette-Camel
THE BEST TOBACCO MAKES THE BEST SMOKE

■

Friday, FefcnlaryH. IN!
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ROTC NEWS

EASTERN PROGRESS—*

D D

Corps Of 750 Reorganize
BY JIM KARRIS
The Cadet Corps this semester aa been organized as a Brigade,
with two Battalions, each having three lettered companies (A B, C,
The Cadet Corps this semester has been organized as a Brigade
Commander has a Band Company, Color Guard Detachment, and O
Company, which is - made up of first semester freshmen who registered at Eastern second semester.
*
All cadets bave been assigned Rb one of the units In the Cadet
Brigade and will be responsible to ait cadet commanders senior to
him. The cadet commanders will expect the same high standards of
courtesy and conduct as do the ROTC faculty and staff.
Following in the Cadet Brigade Organization for second semester.
Brigade Headquarters
James L. Farris
James L Farrla
Alan B. Coleman
Harvey J. Campbell
Ronald D. WaiUace
George G. Dopp
John B. Hanlon
Daniel W. McDonald
Miss Evelyn Craft
Miss Londa Lewis

Brigade Commander
Brigade Executive Officer
Brigade S-l
Brigade S-2
Brigade S-3
Brigade S-4
Brigade Sgt./Major
PIO Sgt.
Brigade Sponsor
PR Sponsor

James B» Montgomery, E Company Commander, Is shown explaining to two freshmen cadets their position.
la the Cadet Brigade for second semester.

Hell Week Is Over;
37 Pledges Survive

First Battalion Headquarters
Joseph T. Burnett
James Barton
Morris M. Taylor
Dallas Van Hoose
Bob W. Nordheim
Miss Jeannie Sandera

Battalion
Battalion
Battalion
Battalion
Battalion
Battalion

Commander
Executive Officer
S 1-4
S 2-3
Sgt./Major
Sponsor

First Aid Kit
Given Test By
All Servicemen

A new first aid kit reflecting adOn Saturday night, the new actBy HUGH JENKINS
ives were presented their ribbons vances in modern medical thinking
January 27 through February 2 and cords. The dates of the new may replace the existing Army
was "Hell Week" for thirty-seven actives placed the cord and rib- first aid kit if adopted. It is now
Ralph E. Newman
Battalion Commander
pledges who were put through the bons on their uniforms. Outstand- being tested by all branches of the
John H. Tribble
Battalion Executive Officer
informal initiation of the National I lng pledges for the pledge semes- service.
Robert W. Mansfield
Battalion S 1-4
Society of Pershlng Rifles. Forty- ter (Including "Hell Week") were
The kit measures 8x2x4
Charles K. Chllders
Battailion S 2-3
three ROTC boys had fulfilled the Herble Angel and Lee Hanlon. inches, weighs about a pound, and
David H. Rust
Battalion Sgt- /Major
requirements needed to be eligible They were announced at the dance. can be attached to a standard pisMiss Connell Robb
Battalion Sponsor
tor membership In the PR's by Ralph Newman, , PR Company tol belt. Its two water and weatherparticipating In drill or firing on commander, and Harvey Turner, proof packets can be opened easiColor Guard Detachment
{he rifle range and obtaining at the Pledge Officer, conducted Hell ly and quickly by an Injured perleast a "B" in ROTC for the first Week.
son, even when wearing gloves.
James G. Welch
Commander
semester.
One of the packets can be used
Robert M. Leigh
Color Bearer
New Actives
The pledges reported for' their
William C. Eddens
Color Berear
The new actives are Paul Allen, by the Individual for himself, the
Informal
Initiation
at
one
minute
Robert L. Thomas
Color Bearer
Tom Anderson, Herb Angel, John other to take care of a fellow solafter twelve p.m., Friday, January Arterberry, Charles Ashcraft, dier. The first packet contains first
John A. Holland
Color Guard
27.
The
initiation,
which
consisted
James B. Eads
Color Guard
Floyd Beams, Jeff Bowman, Tom aid dressing, adhesive bandage,
of many activities related to miliand Iodine water purification tabJack Hlbbard
Color Guard
tary-Utey .was *egun then. The Coffee, Grover Corey, Elmer Cun- lets. The second contains sodium
nagln, Jackson Denham.
Band Company
?ledges took hikes, walked guard
bicarbonate to be taken by mouth
uty, and saluted doors and actives . Lee Hanlon, Marvin Kinch, Rick In case of burns, absorbent adhesJeffrey Juett
Company Commander
as well as many other things. Their Laughlin, William Masters, Waiter ive bandage, first aid dressing,
Jerry W. Riches
First Sgt.
leadership abilities were developed Meng, Eugene Miller, Kenton Mo- muslin bandage, and more purifiDavid C. Goodridge
PLT/Sgt.
to a certain extent as well aa their beriy, Jack Moore, Fred Nelklrk, cation tablets.
Miss Glenda Holbrook
Company Sponsor
confidence
in themselves when Alan Peck, Joe PurslfUl, James
they gave speeches In the grill, Riddel, Tom Roark, Jackie RobinSchool construction for the past
Company Camaaanders
proposed "to many different girls, son, and Kendel Robinson.
two fiscal years (1950-61) reached
Dudly Rodman, Dwlght Short, an all-time high, with $60,037,023
and helped direct registration.
A. Company —■ James F. Partnan
James Smith, David Spratt, Mike being spent for new buildings, adSponsor — Mlas Margaret Ball
." '. Industry Isn't Everything
Still, Mike Turpln, Donald Terrell, ditions to buildings, new sites and
B. Company — Paul Q. Combest
All was not worn however. The Robert Vlckers, Larry Wallace, improvements to sites and equipS-xmsor — Miss Linda Wood
Sedges took time out for dancing Jerry Ward and Ike Wilson.
ment
C. Company — Paul Van Hoose
the grill, with each other of
Sponsor
— Miss Carol Brawn
course. Then, too, they went to two
D. Company — Cletis Richardson
Eastern basketball games and sat
Sponsor — Miss Judy Kendle
together; as a cheering section.
S*y it with flowers from
E. Company — James R. Moataromery
In climax to the informal initiaSponsor — Miss Nancy HUt
tion, the thirty-sever, pledges who
F. Company — Gerald C. Osboroc
completed pledge week were forSponsor — Miss Metva Linvile
mally initiated into the Pershlng
G. Company — John W. Osborne
Rifles at eleven o'clock Friday
E. Main St.
Coll 623-4998
This company is made up of 101 Freshmen ROTC Cadets. night, February 2.
Second Battalion Headquarters

Sound Off
BY JIM FARMS
"No weapon can replace the
trained combat soldier— the man
at decision. There can be no unique
capabilities of the ground soldier.
Kan himself is the only "ultimate
weapon'"
Secretary of the Army
WUtoer M. Brucker
Last week at Corps Period the
Brigade was reorganized for the
second semester. Due to first
semester senior graduation, dropouts, and new cadets, the re-organlzation was necessary. The
Cadet Corps is organized as a
BrMgade. Bach Cadet was assigned to one of the units in the
brigade and will be responsible to
aJ> cadet commanders senior to

Cadet Of Week

nature is to help prepare MS 302
students for their six weeks of
summer training at Fort Bragg,
North Carolina.
This year's senior class Is very
interested in helping the juniors
show up woil as an Eastern representative this summer.
Eastern wins by 2 points! Last
Saturday our ROTC Rifle team
beat Tennessee Tech 1388 to 1388
at Jouvre Range. This avenged
an earlier loss at Tech, 1393 to
1364. In fact the loss at Tech
hi the only one our team has
suffered this year.
The team standing going into
second semester is: 4 wins; 1 loss
in shoulder-to-shoulder competition, and a 9-0 record for postal
match competition.
Sergeant Willis Brickey, Team
Coach, said the results of several
postal matches and the all important
Second
Army Postal
Match have not been received.
Our squad fired a 1415 out of a
possible 1500 in this Important
match.
The top five flrers for Eastern
in their victory over Tennessee
Tech were:
Harry Campbell
Senior
280
Wade Evans
Sophomore 279
Junior
278
Bill Lovoall
Sophomore 276
Bob Cornett
Senior
275
James Highland

The Department of Military
Science and Tactics is an academic
department of Eastern Kentucky
State Colleg». All
students in
ROTC are responsible for following all college regulations and
traditions as well as those of the
mUUtjary department. ROTC orders and directives are Issued by
the Professor of Military Science
and Tactics through his staff and
through the Cadet Corps Organization.
The Corps wishes to congratulate Miss Jeanne Gayle Sanders,
Colonel Joe M. Sanders' daughter,
Total
1388
for being selected this yeans "Miss
Tickets for the Military Ball
Eastern." Jeanne serves as one of may be purchased from any junior
our sponsors in the BrigadslCorps or senior cadet. The price will be
this year.
five dollars per couple. Only
limited amount of tickets will be
At the February meeting of the for sale!
Lt. John "Nick" Combs Memorial
Company, AUSA, Tuesday night,
Remember: Cadet officers nnd
the cadetH heard S.F.C. Carol R. noncommissioned
officers
will
Keeney, Eastern ROTC Instructor, have the full authority of their
tell about his experiences as a grade at drill and In other miliprisoner of war during the Korean tary functions. They will look for
Conflict.
and correct mistakes at all practical exerctees and drill period.
Now that second semester is They wiH be obeyed by all cadets
off to a good start, the juniors of junior grade when In the perwill soon be receiving more pre- formance of their duties and will
aummer camp Instruction given be accorded the courtesy and reby seniors. Instruction of this pect due the grade they hold.

KELLY'S FLORIST

JOHN B. HANLON
Junior Cadet John B. Hanlon,
who stood first in his M.S. 801
Class last semester, has been selected to represent the Brigade as
"Cadet of the Week". Because pf
his outstanding achievement he has
been awarded with the highest
position a junior cadet can earn,
which Is Sergeant Major for the
Brigade. Last semester John was a
Platoon Leader for "F" Company,
and during this time showed leadership qualities of a high nature.
Since he has been in the ROTC
program. John has had straight
A's and has been a definite asset
to the total program. Another reward has been earned by John; he
has been appointed Assistant Instructor for M.S. 101.
John has been a member of Pershing Rifles for 3 years, being on
the drill team for 2 years and serving as the S-l with the rank of
Second Lieutenant this year. He
Is In charge of all correspondence
and files for the Company. Last
year John received the Regimental Commendation Award for outstanding service to the organization.
The son of Mr. and Mrs. Courtland Hanlon of Ghent, Ky., John
has one brother and one sister. He
has a double major in geography
and geology, but plans on making
the Army his career upon graduation next year. He belongs to the
AUSA and World Affairs Club. His
hobbles Include cave exploring,
swimming, and dancing.

ROTC Wins In
Rifle Contest
By JIM FARRIS
Last Saturday our ROTC Team
added two more important wins
to our season record. We were
entered In a three team shoulder
to shoulder match at the University of Kentucky.
Sergeant Willis Brickey took a
ten man squad to represent Eastem. Eastern fired 1389 to top
Kentucky's 1363 and Xavier, of
Cincinnati, 1329.
Senior Jim Highland was our
top scorer with his 286 of a possible
300. He was closely followed by
our four other top performers:
James Cornett
271
BUI Loveall
277
Jerry Metcalfe
275
Wade Evans
272
Tomorrow morning at 9 o'clock,
we have a shoulder to shoulder
match with Murray here at Jourve
rlange. Any student is welcome
to attend.
The remainder of the schedule
reads as follows:
Feb. 28 Murray at Murray
Feb. 24 Western at Bowling Green
March 17 University of Cincinnati
at Home
March 23 Univ. of Cincinnati at
Cincinnati
March 24 Xavier at Cincinnati
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Girl Watcher's Guide
Presented by Pall Mall Famous Cigarettes
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COME TO THE

RICHMOND BAKERY
262 E. Main Street — Or

CALL 623-5470
Order some of our fresh, tasty, daily-baked goods.
We specialize in decorated cakes—orders must be
placed 24 hours or longer in advance.

• t/ew (timurr Dism
SffAAP

remw srm

m*. SAFE HAHDLE

Good Mondays & Wednesday

MuM

DRUG STORE
BIG

110
HltL AVI.

DIAL
423-1910

RICHMOND,

Richmond's Most Modern Drug Store
designed for comfortable and convenient shopping.

COLONEL DRIVE IN

DJ3@@@K] S ° What about standards?
•
Advanced students of gi.rl Watching never waste eyeball
effort watching girls who are not beautiful. Standards
must be kept high.
But how do we judge whether a girl is worth watching? Although many strict academicians will shudder at
our aesthetics, we must insist that a girl it beautiful if
she is beautiful to you. (That's the beauty of girl watcb-

ing. Every girl is beautiful to someone 0 For example,
many observers have pointed out that the Bare-Backed
Beachbomb (see above) has a weak chin.
Yet none of these keen-eyed experts would deny that
she is indeed an attractive specimen. And, speaking of
standards, don't forget to keep your smoking standards
high. Smoke PaUMaD I

Free Parkin g. Open til 9:00 P. M. Daily.

STATIONARY SPECIAil^-Sl.M and $1.50 Values

TUESDAY SPECIAL
STILL CONTINUES

KY.

ACROSS FROM COLONEL DRIVE-IN

CANFIELD MOTORS
PHONE 623-4010
There's "SOMETHING EXTRA" About
Owning an OLDS!

USED CARS!

1

-

'

88c

WHY BE AN AMATEUR?
JOIN THE AMERICAN SOCIETY
OF GIRL WATCHERS NOW I
*m 1—nmm CJUtD. Visit the editorial office of
this publication for a free membership card in the world's
only society devoted to discreet, but releh i less, girl watching. Constitution of the society on reverse side of card.
Tkis ad baaW OS the book, "TM Girt WMcker'i Guide." Tew.
CopTrisM by DeaaM J. Sawn. Drawtacs: Copyrtabt by EMos
DwaaL ReprtnMd by punibslue at Harper * Brothers.
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Pall Mall's
natural mildness
is so good
to your taste!
So smooth, so satisfying,
so downright smokeable!

